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The experimental data for neutron interaction with 1H, 2H and 12C 
nuclei are parametrized in energy rangę 20 to 90 MeV. The energy de- 
pendence of the total and reaction cross section is represented in the form 
of a series of orthogonal polynomials. The logarithm of differential cross 
section for the angular distribution is expressed as a linear combination 
of Legendre polynomials with the energy dependence of their coefficients 
described by a series of orthogonal polynomials.

PACS numbers: 25.40.Dn, 25.40.Fq

1. IntroductionRecently, experiments concerning neutron elastic scattering and neutron induced breakup of deuteron have been extended to energies up to 100 MeV [1]. For reliable analysis of such experiments the efficiency of neutron detectors with scintillators containing 1H, 2H and 12 C nuclei has to be de- termined and the effects of neutron multiple scattering in the experimental equipment have to be known. The knowledge of total and differential cross sections for processes in n+1H, n+2H and n+12C systems in the broad neutron energy rangę is necessary for such calculations in the framework of the Monte Carlo simulation method.
(405)



406 J. Balewski et al.The existing experimental data at neutron energies higher than 20 MeV are scarce and scattered in various journals. They are usually published in the form of diagrams or numerical tables. The practical use of such information is not straightforward, especially when some interpolation or extrapolation is necessary. Therefore, a parametrization of the available experimental cross sections is very desirable.In the present work the parametrization of total and differential cross sections for the processes induced by neutrons on 1H and 12C nuclei has been performed in 20-90 MeV neutron energy rangę. For 2H target nuclei the elastic scattering angular distribution was parametrized in energy rangę from 2-90 MeV. Total and total reaction cross sections have been considered as a function of energy for all these systems. Energy and angle dependence of differential cross sections for elastic scattering have been also parametrized.Some attempts of a similar parametrization have been performed re- cently [2], [3] with the aim to use it in the Monte Carlo calculations of neutron detector efficiency. Del Guerra published the compilation [2] of the total and reaction cross sections for n+1H and n+12C systems at neutron energies up to 300 MeV. This complication has concerned only the total (i.e. angle integrated) cross sections; the angular distributions have been not considered. Another compilation, published by Uwamino et al. [3], concerns again total and reaction cross sections for n+1H and n+12C systems as a function of neutron energy in the rangę of 1-100 MeV. Angular distributions for elastically scattered neutrons on 12C have been rep- resented by the expansion in the series of Legendre polynomials (with the highest polynomial order up to nine). This expansion was inadequate to represent properly the experimental angular distributions at higher energies.These two [2], [3] compilations do not include interaction of neutrons with deuterons and neglect the angular dependence of the differential cross sections for reactions on 1H and on 12 C target s [2] or treat it only approxi- mately [3]. Thus, they are not sufficient for the purpose of the Monte Carlo simulation for effects of multiple scattering of high energy neutrons. More- over5 they cannot be used for a simulation of the neutron interaction with the targets and detectors containing deuterons.The parametrization proposed in the present paper removes these de- ficiencies. Experimental data published in the literaturę (see Tables I, II and HI) are used as the input data. The energy dependence of the total or reaction cross sections was parametrized in the form of a series of or- thogonal polynomials. The logarithm of the differential cross section for experimental angular distributions is represented as a linear combination of the Legendre polynomials, with the energy dependence of the expansion coefficients described by a series of orthogonal polynomials.
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TABLEI

Experimental data for n + 1H scattering analyzed in the present work

■^lab
[MeV]

Measured quantity Number 
of data points

Ref.

20. TOT 1 W
19. ÷ 96. TOT 50 [31]

20. DIF 0 ÷ 180° — [4]
25.8 dif 20 ÷ 178° 16 [32]
27.5 dif 7 ÷ 173° 11 W
32.5 DIF 7 ÷ 173° 15 [7]
37.5 DIF 7 ÷ 173° 17 [7]
39.4 DIF 6 ÷ 173° 17 [8]
40. DIF 62 ÷ 170° 12 [9]
42.5 DIF 7 ÷ 173° 22 [7]
47.5 DIF 7 ÷ 173° 22 [7]
50. DIF 20 ÷ 173° 20 [32]
52.5 DIF 7 ÷ 173° 23 [7]
57.5 DIF 7 ÷ 173° 23 [7]
60.9 DIF 0 ÷ 170° 14 [10]
62.5 DIF 7 ÷ 173° 23 [7]
63.1 DIF 39 ÷ 160° 19 [U]
70. DIF 6 ÷ 173° 22 [8]
70. DIF 7 ÷ 173° 24 [7]
80. DIF 7 ÷ 173° 24 [7]
89.5 DIF 7 ÷ 173° 24 [7]
95.0 DIF 7 ÷ 173° 19 [8]

tot — total integrated cross section
dif — differential cross section for elastic scattering 
^1÷1J2 — CM angular rangę of experimental data

TABLE II

Experimental data for n + 2H scattering analyzed in the present work

■Elab
[MeV]

Measured quantity Number 
of data points

Ref.

22. ÷ 98. TOT 24 [12]
24. ÷ 60. TOT 8 [13]
18.÷46. TOT 5 [14]
18.÷40. TOT 8 [15]

20. TOT 1 [16]
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TABLE II continued

■Elab 
[MeV]

Measured quantity Number 
of data points

Ref.

3.4 REACT 1 THRESHOŁD
3.5 ÷ 30. REACT 18 [15]
14. ÷ 46. REACT 5 [14]
6. ÷ 14. REACT 6 [17]
77., 95. REACT 2 [17]*

2. DIF 69 ÷ 139° 14 [16]
2.22 DIF 60 ÷ 180° 13 [18]
2.45 DIF 24 ÷ 164° 9 [16]
2.5 DIF 69 ÷ 138° 13 [16]
2.5 DIF 66 ÷ 142° 7 [15]
3. DIF 66 ÷ 179° 9 [15]
3.22 dif 49 ÷ 164° 11 [16]
3.27 DIF 31 ÷ 164° 8 [16]
3.5 dif 66 ÷ 179° 9 [15]
4. dif 66 ÷ 179° 10 [15]
4.5 dif 66 ÷ 179° 11 [15]
4.95 dif 53 ÷ 180° 26 [18]
5. dif 66 ÷ 179° 12 [15]
5.5 dif 70 ÷ 172° 7 [16]
5.55 dif 46 ÷ 146° 10 [14]
5.64 DIF 49 ÷ 146° 21 [18]
6. DIF 66 ÷ 179° 12 [15]
7. dif 45 ÷ 179° 13 [15]
7. dif 46 ÷ 156° 10 [14]
7.01 dif 52 ÷ 149° 19 [18]
8. dif 45 ÷ 179° 13 [15]
8. dif 46 ÷ 151° 11 [14]
9. dif 46 ÷ 179° 13 [15]
9. dif 46 ÷ 156° 9 [14]
10.25 dif 46 ÷ 179° 14 [15]
12. dif 46 ÷ 179° 14 [15]
14. dif 46 ÷ 179° 13 [15]
14.1 dif 46 ÷ 177° 25 [16]
14.2 dif 23 ÷ 180° 15 [18]
14.3 dif 14 ÷ 152° 19 [18]
16. DIF 46 ÷ 179° 13 [15]
18. DIF 44 ÷ 179° 13 [15]
18.55 dif 42 ÷ 156° 23 [14]
20. dif 44 ÷ 179° 13 [15]
20.5 dif 45 ÷ 154° 22 [14]
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TABLE II continued

■Elab
[MeV]

Measured quantity Number 
of data points

Ref.

22.5 dif 44 ÷ 179° 13 [15]
23. dif 45 ÷ 155° 17 [14]
25. dif 44 ÷ 179° 12 [15]
27.5 dif 44 ÷ 179° 12 [15]
30. dif 44 ÷ 179° 11 [15]
36. dif 19 ÷ 180° 18 [14]
46.3 dif 25 ÷ 180° 17 [14]
49.4 dif 30 ÷ 170° 17 [14]*
64.8 dif 30 ÷ 169° 46 [19]*
77. dif 30 ÷ 160° 17 [20]*
95. DIF 30 ÷ 160° 14 [21]*

* — 19 angnlar distributions [5] have been used to determine parameters of
the p + 12C optical model potential. The potential has been applied (with 
the switched off Coulomb part) for generation of n+ 12C angular distribution 
as described in text, 

react — as in Table II, 
tot, dif, — as in Table I

react — reaction integrated cioss section
* — proton induced reaction
tot, dif, ι91 ÷tf2 — as in Table I

TABLE III

Experimental data for n + 12C scattering analyzed in the present work

∙E⅛b 
[MeV]

Measured quantity Number 
of data points

Ref.

20. TOT 1 [4]
19. ÷ 96. TOT 51 [31]
25. ÷ 59. TOT 8 [22]

95. TOT 1 [27]

20. REACT 1 [4]
19. ÷ 96. REACT 26 [23]
21.÷29. REACT 3 [24]
40., 50. REACT 2 [25]
55., 81. REACT 2 [26]

95. REACT 1 [27]

21. ÷ 84. DIF 15 ÷ 85° * [5]



410 J. Balewski et al.The proposed parametrization of the cross sections valid for energies 20-90 MeV was matched to the parametrization given by Dietze and Klein [4] for 1H and 12C target nuclei in the neutron energy rangę: 0.1÷20 MeV. Our parametrization for the n+2H total cross section was matched to the Horsley parametrization [16] based on a large body of experimental data obtained for neutron energies in 0.1÷20 MeV rangę.Proposed parametrization enables us to perform the Monte Carlo sim- ulation of neutron interaction with 1H, 2H and 12C nuclei at high neutron energies.The next paragraphs contain description of the input data and applied procedurę. The results of the parametrization are presented in the graphical form. The numerical values of the coefficients are available on demand.
2. Input experimental dataThe information on experimental data used as the input for the cross section parametrization is gathered in Tables I, II and III for the nuclei 1H, 2H and 12C, respectively. The energy of neutron is listed in the first column, symbol of measured quantity in the second, number of experimental data in the third and reference number to the literaturę in the fourth column.The experimental errors reported in the literaturę were taken to deter- mine the weights of data used for parametrization, and in case when data had to be read out from the published curves, the errors were assumed to be 10%.For n+1H system the data contain only the cross sections for elastic scattering. The probability of other processes, as e.g. radiative capture, has been neglected, thus the total cross section was assumed to be equal to the total elastic cross section.The data for n+1H system at 20 MeV were taken from [4] in order to match our parametrization with that of this reference. The error of this data was assumed to be 2%. Data from Refs [8] and [9] were read out from figures.In the case of n+2H system the total cross section can be decomposed into two leading parts: those for elastic and break up reactions. The other processes are negligible for neutron energy below 90 MeV. The total cross section at 20 MeV was taken from Ref. [16], to match our parametrization with that of this reference. The error of it was assumed to be 0.2%.In order to force the parametrization to follow the cross section near reaction threshold (3.34 MeV), an additional point of reaction cross section at energy 3.4 MeV with value 1.0±0.1 mb was included in fitting procedurę. At energies 77 and 95 MeV, where n+2H data were not available, the reaction cross sections for p+2H system from Ref. [17] were taken instead. Data from Refs [14,16,18-21] and [27] were read out from figures.



Paτameiτization of Cross Sections... 411The n+2H elastic scattering differential cross sections were replaced by those for p+2H system above ι9cm = 30° from Refs [19,20] and [21], to compensate the lack of appropriate experimental n⅛2H data. It has been shown in Ref. [14] that differences between elastic angular distribution for n+2H and p+2H for t‰m greater than 30° are smali for energy greater than 46 MeV.For the n⅛12C system only the elastic scattering data and total reac- tion cross section were parametrized as a function of energy; no attempt was madę to decompose the last one into cross sections for different reac- tion channels. The data at 20 MeV were taken from Ref. [4], to match our parametrizations with that of this reference. The error for this point was assumed to be 0.7%. We used 61 data points for total cross section param- etrization from Refs [4,22,27] and [31]. The data from Ref. [22] (8 points) had very smali errors in comparison to other data. We increased errors of these points 10 times to make their weights comparable with others during fitting procedurę.Because of insufficient experimental data on angular distributions for elastic scattering in n+12C system above 40 MeV, the n+12C data were replaced by those for p+12C [5] measured between 21.1 MeY and 83.4 MeV.
3. Parametrization of the total cross sectionThe energy dependence of the total cross section has been represented by the expression:

(1)
where E ≡ E/50 — 1 is the “reduced energy” introduced to transform the argument value of orthogonal polynomials to the interval (—1, 1) (this is useful for numerical purposes), and Qk(E) are orthogonal polynomials de- fined by the following formula:

Qo(^) = l. (2)(E,, i = 1, Λrdata) is a set of energy values at which the experimental data have been measured, (Wj, i = 1,2Vdata) are weights of individual data points defined by the experimental errors of cross sections:
Wi = (∆σi)"2. (3)



412 J. Balewski et al.The polynomials Qj satisfy the recursive relation:
Qj(E) = (E- Ri)Qi-i(E) + SiQj-2(E) (j = 1,2,...),

Qo(E)≡1, Q-1(E)≡0. (4)Coefficients Rj and Sj have been evaluated according to formulae given in Ref. [6].The quality of the obtained fits is illustrated by Fig. 1. The experimen- tal total cross sections are shown as points while the fitted interpolating curve is presented by solid linę. The dashed lines show the rangę of three standard deviations of the fitted curve. These deviations have been calcu- lated using the theorem of error propagation when the best fit value of the

Fig. 1. Parametrization of energy dependence of total <τχ and reaction cross section 
σ⅛ for ∏+1H, ∏+2H and n⅛12C systems. The experimental data (points) were fitted 
by means of formula (1), (solid linę). Dashed lines show the rangę of 3 standard 
deviations of the fitted lines.



Parametrization of Cross Sections... 413minimized χ2-function,
(5)

was close to unity. In the case when the value of χ2 was not equal to unity the errors have been renormalized by multiplying by √χτ. The renormal- ization does not influence the values of coeflicients A# but manifests itself in changing values of their errors.The obtained numerical values of coeflicients Ak as well as values of coeflicients Ri and Si are available on demand.
1. Parametrization of the angular distributions for elastic scattering

4-1. n+1H and n+sH systemsThe logarithm of diflerential cross section for elastic scattering was rep- resented by a series of the Legendre polynomials P∕,(cos ι9cm), thus the dif- ferential cross sections can be evaluated according to the formula:
(cos(i?cm))

L=0The energy dependent expansion coeflicients Dl(E) have been determined by the least square fit of the formula (6) to the experimental angular distributions at each given energy ”E”. The energy dependence of these coef- ficients was then approximated by the series of the orthogonal polynomials:
Dl(E)= ∑cPq⅛∖e), (7)

K=0where E ≡ E/50 — 1.The weights were defined as in formula (3) by reciprocal of thevariance of Di(Ei) coeflicients found from the least square fit of the formula (6) to the experimental angular distribution at given energy Ei. Renormal- ization of weights has been done for the energies Ei at which the best fit of polynomials (6) to experimental angular distribution had produced the χ2 value significantly difierent from unity.The adequate representation of the angular distributions has been obtained with series of Legendre polynomials limited to Lmax = 2 and 4 for n-∣-1H and n+2H systems, respectively. The quality of the fits is illustrated

(6)
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Fig. 2. Comparison of the angular distributions for ∏+1H elastic scattering, pa- 
rametrized according to the formula (6), (solid linę), with the experimental data 
(diamonds—Ref. [4], triangles—Ref. [8], squares—Ref. [7]). Dashed lines show the 
rangę of three standard deviations of fitted lines.

Fig. 3. Energy dependence of expansion coefficients Dl(E), formula (7), for 
1H(n, n)1H angular distributions. Dashed lines show the rangę of three standard 
deviations of the fttted lines.
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Fig. 4. Comparison of the angular distributions for n+2H elastic scattering, param- 
etrized according to the formula (6) (solid linę) with the experimental n+2H data 
(diamonds—Ref. [14], triangles—Ref. [14]) and with p+2H data (squares—Ref.[21]). 
Dashed lines show the rangę of three standard deviations of fitted linę.by Figs 2 and 4 for n+1H and n+2H, respectively, while the energy depen- dence of the corresponding DL coefficients is shown in Figs 3 and 5. The obtained numerical values of Pχ, coefficients are available on demand.For n÷1H scattering the results of this parametrization agree well with those from Ref. [28] in the overlapping energy region up to 30 MeV.

4∙2. n+ιεC system.For the practical use of differential cross sections in the Monte Carlo simulation it is desirable to represent the n⅛12C data using the same parametrization as for the other nuclei. Therefore, the same procedurę was applied for the n+12C scattering as for angular distributions of neutron scattering on 1H and 2H nuclei presented in Section 4.1. The differential cross section was expressed by the formulae (6) and (7). However, instead of experimental cross sections of n+12C scattering the "data” evaluated from the optical model determined as below have been used.There exist only afew angular distributions for n+12C elastic scattering in energy rangę 20-40 MeV [29,30]. Thus the optical model parameters have
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Fig. 5. Energy dependence of expansion coefficients Dl(E), formula (7), for 
2H(n, π)2H angular distributions. Dashed linę shows the rangę of 3 standard devi- 
ations of fitted linę.been determined from the analysis of proton scattering data on 12C target [5] including both the angular distribution and analyzing power measurements.The parametrization of the optical model potential was taken with Woods-Saxon formfactors for real and volume imaginary parts, while the derivative of Woods-Saxon form was assumed for the surface part of imaginary potential:

With the energy independent geometrical parameters:
Ri = ri12173; i = U, Wv, Ws, so
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ru = 1.2336 fm, au = 0.6459 fm,rwrv = 0.3497 fm,r∣vs = 1.2517 fm, αlyv = 0.3246 fm,a∣ys = 0.5537 fm,the following smooth energy dependence of depth parameters was found in the search:
U = (52.095 - 0.4973 • E + 0.00203 • E2) MeV,

Wv = (12.797 + 0.2337 • E - 0.00214 ■ E2) MeV,
Ws = (4.9454 - 0.0529 • E + 0.00067 • E2) MeV, where E is the center of mass energy in MeV.The Conlomb potential of uniformly charged sphere of radius R = 1.25 • 121^3 fm has been used.The central potential has been supplemented by the spin-orbit term Vr,o(r) in the Thomas form: 

(9)
with energy independent parameters:

Vto = 6.196 MeV,
τto = 0.9792fm, α,o = 0.553 fm.The optical model potential presented above gives a good agreement with experimental data from Ref. [5].This p+12C optical potential with switched-off Coulomb part repro- duced well the n+12C differential cross section of elastic scattering as it is shown in Fig. 6 as well as recently published data from Ref. [29]. The somewhat poorer agreement at backward angles (greater than 90°) is prob- ably connected with the presence of some other non-potential scattering mechanism. However, it should be pointed out that the scattering angles greater than 60° give negligible contribution to any Monte Carlo simulation of the scattering process as the probability of the scattering into this angular rangę is smaller than 2%.Angular distribution of the n+12C scattering obtained by optical model calculation with the presented above potential in which the Coulomb potential was set equal to zero were parametrized using the same formulae as for n÷1H and n÷2H angular distributions.
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Fig. 6. Comparison of the angular distributions for n⅛12C elastic scattering, pa- 
rametrized according to the formula (6) (solid linę) with the experimental data 
from Ref. [29].

Fig. 7. Energy dependence of expansion coefficients D^(E), formula (7) for 
12C(n, n)12C angular distributions.



Parametrization of Cross Sections... 419The energy dependence of the coefficients Dl of the exρansion formula(6) is shown in Fig. 7. The numerical values of the C⅛l'i parameters in formula (7) are available on demand.It should be emphasized that the optical model potential found in this analysis serves only as a tool to obtain parametrization of angular distribu- tions. Thus, no attempt has been madę to interpret values of the obtained parameters. However, it is worth to emphasize that very similar values of the parameters have been recently obtained in the analysis of the scattering of polarized protons on light nuclei: 13C, 28Si, 3lP Ref. [10] at proton energy 72 MeV.
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